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While we are now past the initial stage of broad based lockdown measures imposed by

governments globally, the opening of economies has led to a resurgence in Covid-19 cases

is the US, Euro Area and Asia. As governments try to mitigate the renewed health risk

concerns, we are seeing more regional lockdowns imposed as opposed to the broader based

measures enforced earlier this year with the aim to lessen the degree of contraction in

the economy and push the recovery forward. Notably, the spike in new daily Covid-19

cases in the US particularly in Florida and California have surpassed the heightened

levels reached by New York during the peak of the crisis in March of this year1. In

Spain, the last week of July has led to a sharp regional spike in new confirmed Covid-19

cases, although generally still below the March peak levels. Region spikes such as those

occurring in the region of Aragon are creating doubts over the speed of the economic

recovery in Spain given its heavy dependency on tourism. Other economies face a similar

concern as containing the virus appears more challenging than initially anticipated.

 

Until a vaccine is approved for broad use or a sustainable treatment path is achieved,

uncertainty around the future path of the global economic recovery will likely weigh

heavily on markets and drive central bank behaviour for the rest of the year. In this

blog, we aim to review some of the risks investors may inherently hold within their bond

portfolios and consider examples of strategies that have historically helped investors

navigate uncertain equity market behaviour.

 

What are you holding in your government bond fixed income portfolios?What are you holding in your government bond fixed income portfolios?

  

As European government bond yields remain low, some investor portfolios, particularly in

Italy, may hold large allocations to Italian government bonds (BTPs) given that BTPs

generally provide a yield enhancement over many other European Sovereign debt. 

 

While this can be one way to enhance portfolio yield, we note that allocating 100

percent of the government bond portfolio bucket to one Sovereign can hold inherent risks

such as those associated with a lack of diversification. The below three figures provide

some interesting insight for investors who hold large allocations in Italian government

bonds meanwhile are also concerned about future equity market volatility due to the high

level of uncertainty around the path of the economic recovery.

 

Figure 1 below considers three different indices: one reflecting a European government

bond index that is optimised with the aim to maximise the yield by adjusting weights

across the yield curve and within sectors subject to tracking error, exposure,

eligibility, and turnover constraints. The second index is a broad maturity Italian

government bond index and the third index is an Italian government bond index with
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maturities of 10+ years. The left has axis of the chart highlights the average monthly

performance of these three indices under four different equity market scenarios such as

when equity markets are down by - 5% or more, down by -5% to 0%, up by 0 to 5% and

finally up by 5% or higher on average. One can note that while long dated Italian

government bonds offer higher average monthly performance when equity markets are up,

the index was also on average in negative territory when equity markets were down by -5%

or more. The broad maturity Italian BTP index had modestly less outperformance when

equity markets were on average in positive territory and the Bloomberg Barclays Euro

Treasury Enhanced Yield index on average had a more balanced historical return profile

under the four different equity market scenarios.

 

Figure 1: A balanced risk profile for uncertain timesFigure 1: A balanced risk profile for uncertain times

Source: Bloomberg. Period from January 2002 to June 2020. Based on monthly returns in EUR. Legend illustrates

average monthly performance of the Europe STOXX 50 under four different performance ranges as noted.

You cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not anYou cannot invest directly in an index. Historical performance is not an

indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.indication of future performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

+ EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield Bond index has historically performed positively in the 4

regimes

 

+ Italian Treasuries (BTPs) historically have not done so well in crisis

 

In Figure 2, the analysis illustrates a combination of portfolios that could be achieved

by combining the exposure of Italian BTPs 10+ year considering the Bloomberg Barclays

Series E Treasury Italy 10 + index and the Bloomberg Barclays Euro Treasury Enhanced

Yield Bond index. These illustrative portfolios are shown in light blue dots plotted

against historical returns versus historical volatility. The below analysis provides an

interesting example of how portfolio volatility could potentially be reduced meanwhile

maintaining some long-term historical performance by combining long dated Italian

Treasuries with a more diversified European Sovereign index such as the Bloomberg

Barclays Euro Treasury Enhanced Yield Bond index.

 

Figure 2: Mixing EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield and BTPsFigure 2: Mixing EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield and BTPs
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Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree. Period from January 2002 to June 2020. Based on monthly returns in EUR and

includes backtested dataincludes backtested data. All indices are total return. Indices represented include EUR Agg TreasuryEUR Agg Treasury

represented by ticker: LEATTREU, Euro Treasury Enhanced YieldEuro Treasury Enhanced Yield  represented by ticker: I33855EU, EUR TreasuryEUR Treasury

ItalyItaly represented by ticker: LTITTREU, EUR Treasury Italy 10+EUR Treasury Italy 10+ represented by ticker: BEITG5.

You cannot invest in an index. Historical performance is not an indication ofYou cannot invest in an index. Historical performance is not an indication of

future performance and any investments may go down in value.future performance and any investments may go down in value.

  

+ Reducing the Historical Volatility of the portfolio, using EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield

Bond index

 

+ While maintaining some long-term historical performance

 

In Figure 3, the below analysis provides a similar example of portfolio combinations but

instead plots them against the yield to worst versus historical volatility. Considering

the below examples, there appears to be a number of ways for portfolios to be

constructed that could potentially help an investor reduce volatility meanwhile

maintaining yield.

 

Figure 3: Mixing EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield and BTPsFigure 3: Mixing EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield and BTPs

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree. Period from January 2002 to June 2020. Based on monthly returns in EUR and

includes backtested dataincludes backtested data. All indices are total return. Indices represented include EUR Agg Treasury EUR Agg Treasury

represented by ticker: LEATTREU, Euro Treasury Enhanced YieldEuro Treasury Enhanced Yield  represented by ticker: I33855EU, EUR Treasury EUR Treasury

ItalyItaly represented by ticker: LTITTREU, EUR Treasury Italy 10+EUR Treasury Italy 10+ represented by ticker: BEITG5.

You cannot invest in an index. Historical performance is not an indication ofYou cannot invest in an index. Historical performance is not an indication of

future performance and any investments may go down in value.future performance and any investments may go down in value.
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+ Reducing the Historical Volatility of the portfolio, using EUR Treasury Enhanced Yield

 

+ While maintaining some yield

 

Given the market uncertainty that lies ahead, historical data appears to provide some

interesting insight into different strategies that investors can consider when

positioning portfolios for an unpredictable 2020. 

 

1 As reported on 30 July 2020 in the Centers for Disease Control and prevention

government website https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/cases-in-us.h

tml 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Lower rates for even longer? How to navigate peripheral government bonds

+ What does the Covid-19 crisis tell us about the European banks?

 

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree EUR Government Bond Enhanced Yield UCITS ETF - EUR

 

View the online version of this article here.
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Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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